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Taubira
at
the
Mirail
Minister of Justice Talks Prison Reform

your TV and sell hash to your
Grandma.
Taubira stressed she merely
wants France to follow the example of countries like Canada,
the UK and Sweden, which
favor probation over prison
terms and have lower rates of
recidivism. “These aren’t screwy
countries (although with the
UK it depends on the subject.)”
“It’s a dangerous truth” she said,
that “prison marginalizes inmates even further” The justice
system not only has to punish
“Each and every person is a cosmos” Photo: Armando people but also to reintegrate
back into society. Acknowlinsiter of Justice Christiane edgingthem
her
proposal
represents a risk,
Taubira came to the Mirail on she asked “can’t we accept
that there are
October 28 to speak in support risks in life?” This is when we
understood
of her prison reform bill. The bill has that her bill doesn’t have a hope
in hell
come in for criticism from the right and of passing.
has received little support from the PS.
Will it pass? Probably not.
Taubira’s presence was a rare VIP mofor the Mirail. Dressed in a shiny
Speaking without notes, the Minister ment
fuschia
jacket, the diminutive Minister
framed her proposed reform as an ef- arrived in
a 5-car motorcade accompafort to align French prison policy with nied by smartly
dressed political aides
international best practices and what and badly dressed
security officers.
statistics show work best.
Often funny and disarmingly frank
Taubira argued for the elimination of for a politician, she was greeted with a
mandatory sentencing rules (peines standing ovation by the largely friendly
planchers.) Her bill would allow sentenc- audience.
ing judges to hand down “more suitable Recently Taubira has been the subject
sentences” on a “case-by-case basis.”
of racist insults by an FN candidate,
Invoking Descartes(!) the Minister ar- a right wing magazine, and bananagued that individualization of punish- waving children.
ment is a republican value. “Each person After the speech, the room was opened
is a cosmos,” she said, mysteriously.
up to questions from the audience, which
Under mandatory sentencing the French was actually better than it sounds...just.
prison population has risen 35% in the The fun started with a woman who
last ten years, Taubira said. As a result quoted St. Exupery and called Taubira
prisons have become overcrowded. Many “My dear Christiane.” Then there was
inmates currently “sleep on mattresses” the Free Georges Abdalllah woman
on the floor.
(who’s to blame? Israel!) Later, a kid
Meanwhile, 98% of offenders leave pushing for the vote at 16 years old gave
prison in “sorties seches,” that is, they a long meandering speech, thereby demwalk out of prison when their sentence onstrating why 16 year olds can’t vote.
is finished and they’re free. Evidence Almost none of the questions from the
suggests, said the Minister, that sorties audience bore any relation to the subject
seches increase the risk of re-offending. of prison reform.
“The system produces delinquency,” she The Mariner didn’t get to ask any quessaid.
tions. (C’mon Mirail Communications
The proposed reforms have drawn fire people! We had good questions.) In fact
from the UMP and the FN (Go Team it wasn’t clear that any of the people who
Blue!) who say they will empty the pris- were given the mic were Mirail students
ons and criminals will be free to steal at all.
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CANADA
SUCKS!

“Everyone has personal problems. I urinated in a
parking lot ... what does that have to do with anything?”

Dear Mayor Rob Ford,
Thanks for showing us just how much Canada
sucks. Your crack smoking, your drunken stupors and threats to kill people, racist outbursts
and embarrassing habit of falling down have
Canadians everywhere apologizing. You’ve
spiralled out of control, but you refuse to go
away! It’s hilarious.
Thanks to you we know what Canadians are
really like. Behind that annoying “oh-we’reso-polite” exterior, there’s a belching, farting
white-trash id that burns to get out.
For that, sir, we salute you.
10 reasons to wipe your ass
with a maple leaf

1. Bieber...and fucking Nickleback.

2. Canadian soldiers will make you drink
piss out of a shoe.
3. Those stupid little flags on their backpacks. Fuck you.
4. Whole country secretly overjoyed the
US is finally paying attention to them.
5. They club baby seals for fun.

6. Constantly bragging about their
“World’s Cleanest Cities” rankings,
not realizing “cleanest” means “boring.”
7. American’s biggest national park.

8. Rob Ford has plenty to eat at home.
9. They drink milk out of bags.

10. Remember that Canadian gay porn
actor cannibal who sent body parts in
the mail? They’re all like that.

About the Mariner
You are reading the Mariner! The greatest free
monthly English-language student newspaper
in France.
FREE! and worth every penny.
MONTHLY! or whenever we don’t run out of
money. Entirely funded by the Mirail, who give
us cold hard cash to drink beer and print photos
of monkeys.
ENGLISH! Not just for karaoke and
chatrooms.
STUDENT-run! By students, for students.
NEWSPAPER! We have a website, but in our
hearts we know print journalism is the way of
the future.
FRANCE! Because nobody’s perfect.
Find the Mariner in Bat. 31, the English Foyer,
the Arch, the MIE and in trash cans all over
campus.
Want to join the Mariner? Check our Facebook
for info.
Have something to say? Ideas for a story? A
corection? Some hot gossip? A dirty joke? Send
us an email: the.mariner.news@gmail.com
Write poetry? Sorry.

The Mariner is a monthly student newspaper edited
by Casey Heagerty and Paul Scanlan with the help of
André Valente and proudly funded by the Université
de Toulouse - Le Mirail since 2010. The Mariner
takes its journalistic responsibilities very seriously.
The Mariner’s masthead was designed by the talented
Florent Guth, and other contributors are credited as
they appear. The Mariner would also like to thank
Dave Finkbrau for his help, and all the Finkbraus
that helped in the creation of the Mariner.

Contact the Mariner

D

ear Mariners,

I just had to write to you guys
to say just how excited I am
when I get handed a copy of your
newspaper each month! Afterwards,
I can’t stop laughing to myself and
looking like a complete mad woman
whilst waiting for class, and consequently being late each time (which
doesn’t make the teacher laugh as
much) !
Being from London, I miss English
humour, so I was pleasantly surprised
when I discovered your 7 pages of
hilarious/witty articles and piss-take
banter.

D

ear Mariner,

Just wanted to share a couple
of thoughts I had about your
latest issue.

First of all, great initiative. I loved the
“you can hack that shit” really useful!
General humor of the paper is great
and illustrations too. ( I have the fiat
billboard postcard on my wall).

I was a bit worried about what Dave
said about the levure de biere as I take
it to make my hair grow faster and
shinier (it works) but didn’t realise
possible side effects could be inebriation if I ate carbs!! I haven’t experienced it so far but I’m drunk most
days so can’t be sure. Do put a follow
up on that in the next issue please.

I must say, DAVE makes me laugh
the most, talking about who-thefuck-knows-what, and that crazy
Now here comes the BUT, the page
bath photo (Is that really him by the
on guessing if images represent the
way?!) Please let us know how the
mirail or syria really shocked me. Yes,
belly beer brewing went.
the Mirail is a bit of a shit hole and the
Keep up the good work guys, you new building is being built by VINCI
rock!!!
who stand for everything I hate.
However to go as far as comparing it
Nancy Gander, L1 LEA.
to a war torn country where most of
the population will never be able to go
to school let alone university is over
the top. Despite what most people
Something you like?
think, Mirail is a good university, I
have some inspirational teachers and
I think a lot of people work really hard
so that uni stays free and open to all
Something you don’t? and that we get a good degree. All
is not prefect but let’s not become so
entitled that we can’t see we are very
few in the world to have this kind of
Let us know.
opportunity.
I’ve said my piece.

the.mariner.news@
gmail.com

Keep up the good work!
All the best,
Lily

Come Caroling With Us!

the.mariner.news@gmail.com

facebook.com/themarinernews 			December 19th, 8pm
Twitter: @themarinernews

Read the Mariner online at:
themarinernews.wordpress.com look for the event on Facebook

Extreme Cinema

Armando Goes To Hollywoodby Armando Effing, M1

T

he Extreme Cinema Festival took
place from November 5th to the 9th
at the Cinémathèque of Toulouse.
This was the 15th edition, and the first
time since its creation that there was no
theme. Consequently, the 28 or so movies
projected dealt with very diverse subjects,
such as: a story of an evil man training
a monkey to kill people, a comical western, a feminist rape and revenge movie, a
superhero with a crappy power, a pioneer
cannibal story, another comical western,
a German pedophile serial killer, etc.…
The selection is made of mostly of obscure
movies so you need the help of the program
to pick your films.
Funny story: I accidently saw a porn movie
during that process. First, I didn’t think
that the cinémathèque could project that
kind of movie and second, the movie was
called “La comtesse noire.” I discovered
it five minutes before the projection began, during the introduction of the movie
made by one of the actors. He explained
that basically the movie existed in three
different versions, depending on national
demand. The French one was an erotic
film, the German one was hardcore porn,

and the Spanish one was a classic
vampire movie with no nudity,
essentially what I was expecting to see. The actor was proud
to announce that we were
about to see the German
version. At the end of the
movie the actor apologized
to everyone that it was in
fact “only” the French
version.
I was impressed by
the quality of the
movies selected.
I saw unforgettable movies that
I would not have
discovered on
my own. I
have the impression that
the event rewards
those who are curious to see
daring and original movies. These
movies were not popular successes because
the subjects were very hard to sell. I am
not someone who likes horror movies in
general; I am more into classic movies. I
saw very twisted things in those films and
I almost fainted twice during those five
days, but it was very refreshing to finally
see some bold stories.
The festival demands about four months
of preparation, but the most difficult part
to organize is finding the actual movies.
Most of them are very rare and demand
negotiation with other cinémathèques or
with private owners. Generally the original version was projected in an analog
format which now impossible to see in
modern theaters. Each movie is presented
by a specialized journalist or by the director him/herself. Jeff Lieberman was the
guest of honor and was particularly good
at explaining his movies.
The festival ended with an all-night
movie marathon, which lasted from
10pm to 7.30am. For this event the public
in the room was a little different from
the rest of the week. The atmosphere was
very casual and horror movies were the
subject of laughter. Oddly enough, the
only movie watched in a more serious way
was a Chuck Norris movie. I tried to un-

derstand that but I gave up.
The most important
thing was
seeing
people
at
the
end, with
their free
coffee and
cake, leaving the cinémathèque with
a big smile.
Toulouse has the
second
largest
cinémathèque in
France, after Paris,
and you should take
the chance to check it
out. For those of you
who regret missing this
event the cinémathèque
organizes one extreme
cinema movie every month,
and this month it’s the Italian cycle. I recommend “Salò, or the
120 days of Sodom” which is described by
Criterion as “perhaps the most disturbing
film ever made.”

Mosul to the Mirail - An Iraqi

by Paul Scanlan, M1 English
against Christians they would come and
help protect Christians’ houses.
He remembers fondly the Muslim friends
from the neighborhood who brought rice
when his younger sister became sick with
kidney problems.
Loway remains intensely proud of being
Iraqi and in his telling the violence is less
about Sunni versus Christian or Shia or vice
versa, than a story of “the fanatics” against
the people of Iraq. “They didn’t distinguish
between Muslims and Christians,” he said,
recounting how fanatics shot a Christian
man leaving a Mosul church, then proceeded to fire on the Muslim people who
rushed to the man’s aid.

I

n spring 2008 Loway’s father received
a phone call from a number he didn’t
recognize. The caller explained if the
family didn’t leave their home, Loway
would be kidnapped. To get him back they
would have to pay a ransom of $80000 – an
impossible sum. The message, Loway says,
was clear: “They said ‘Either you leave or
we kill him…you have no choice’”
By 2008 in Iraq most kidnapping victims
were found in vacant lots or irrigation
ditches outside the city. The luckier ones
were shot. Some endured torture before
being killed. Mutilation with electric drills
had by that time become a favorite method.
Other groups preferred to execute their
victims on the street in broad daylight, to
make a statement.
That’s when Loway’s family knew they
needed to leave Iraq fast. His father cut
the telephone line and they fled within a
month.
Today Loway has refugee status in France
and is a student at the Mirail. When he
arrived in Toulouse he didn’t speak any
French, but now he is studying hard in
his DEFLE classes and can hold down a
conversation.
He comes from Mosul on the banks of the
river Tigris in northern Iraq not too far
from the border of Syria, Turkey or Iraqi
Kurdistan. Home to 1.8 million people,
Mosul is Iraq’s third largest city. It has
deep roots in history Jonah, who was swallowed by a whale, is reputed to be buried
there.
As in much of Iraq, the initial American
invasion was not as violent as what followed. Uday and Qusay Hussein, Saddam’s sons, were killed in Mosul a few
months after the war began. Soon ethnic
and religious pressures started to build
up. As Kurds came to dominate regional

Yet at the same time he vehemently defends the right of Iraqis to defend themgovernment, insurgents arrived. “Lots of selves against American invasion.
foreigners came to fight in Iraq,” Loway One day in 2007, the violence came to
explained”, “that’s why we left.” In Novem- where Loway lived. Across the street
ber 2004 insurgents briefly took over the from his family home was a former Baath
city and forced the Iraqi police to flee. In party building, now occupied by a Kurdish
response US forces fought the insurgents group. A group of armed men, that Loway
in the Battle of Mosul.
called Al Qaeda, pulled up in front and
Loway belongs to the Iraq’s Assyrian began firing rocket launchers and AK-47’s.
Christian minority, one of the oldest His family called to panicked civilians on
Christian groups in the world. At home the street to huddle inside the house to
he speaks Aramaic, forms of which have escape the cross fire.
been spoken by Christian, Jews and other Once the attack was over Osman, his
groups since biblical times.
neighbor’s 18 year old son, was dead.
His father was a history teacher who be- The family began making plans to leave
came the owner of a dry food store and Iraq. But getting money together was comreceived contracts to sell rice
plicated. “We couldn’t sell
and other goods under the Sad- Armed men began the house because we were
dam Hussein regime. While
it would be noticed,”
firing rocket afraid
he acknowledges Saddam’s
Loway said.
brutality, Loway was “very pro
launchers and
Saddam Hussein.” Saddam
Then Loway’s father retreated Christians fairly, he AK-47’s. Civil- ceived the anonymous
added. “He liked Christians
against his son.
ians huddled threat
more than Muslims. He was
Fleeing fast was now urvery nice.” Most importantly, inside the house gent. Muslim neighbors
under Saddam“there were no
at their house to try
to escape the stayed
bombings.”
to protect the family, “but
cross fire.
they couldn’t protect us”
Loway’s not a fighting guy. He
from the “shadowy men”
managed to avoid military service under said Loway, describing the fear and the
Saddam by paying some money. He stud- threats. Loway, his mother, father and
ied architecture, but after the war started younger sister set out in a truck with a
he began working for his father’s business. friend, paying $800 and leaving most of
The family lived in a two story house with their possessions behind them.
a flat rooftop terrace on Bakr Street in the They took a roundabout route to Syria,
Zaharra (or “Pink”) neighborhood of West hoping to avoid checkpoints, which could
Mosul. The Americans renamed it after be manned by the Iraqi Army or Iraqi
the invasion.
National Police, or terrorists. Nevertheless
While there was often brutal sectarian they had to pass through four checkpoints
violence, Loway insists on his affection on their way. At Al-Qaim, on the Syriafor Muslim people. He said that during Iraq border, they were stopped by Amerithe difficult periods of the war the people can soldiers, who scanned Loway’s retina
in his mostly Muslim neighborhood would and fingerprinted him. Unlike the Iraqis,
help each other. And if there were threats the GI’s made Loway’s elderly mother get
Loway with a home made Iraqi flag he gave as a gift.

Student’s Odyssey Iraq’s

out of the truck. “They make their own elicited comments — “I have a cousin
rules, they don’t know our culture,” he in New Zealand” “I have an uncle in
said of the Americans.
Texas”— that reveal both his great
general knowledge and the extent of
They settled in Syria for 15 months, the diaspora that Iraqis have suffered.
which at that time was peaceful. Lo- His family has been dispersed to counway’s family stopped in Jaramana on tries all over the world.
the outskirts of Damascus.
France is still strange for him. He
There the family was safe, but life comes from a conservative family, and
remained hard. Loway didn’t have a job the French way of life hardly matches
because there was no work available, his traditional upbringing. But he
and with the influx of refugees wages remains friendly and kind-hearted.
were so low that it wasn’t worth work- When asked if he had some photos of
ing anyway. Yet he remains grateful his family in Iraq, he brought a hand
to Syria for providing shelter. “Syria’s colored drawing of the Iraqi flag.
very beautiful. I’m sad for Syria. But
Bashar has killed many people.”
His gratitude towards a reviled figure
like Saddam defies the conventional
But there they registered with the wisdom that we might have here in
UNHCR as refugees. They began the France. It’s a perspective born of
long process of trying to find the fam- terrible personal experience, and it’s
ily a permanent home.
Loway’s sister and
brother-in-law had
been living in France
since before the war.
Maybe that offered
them a chance.
In June 2008 in tandem with the International Organization
for Migration France
began a program of
resettlement of Iraqi
refugees at greatest
threat, a group which
included Iraqi Christians.

Mosul, Iraq

a lot more honest than the easy way
While the program was somewhat we often pick sides. Yet defending the
controversial - as it appeared to favor right of Iraqis to take up arms against
Christians over Muslims – to Loway the US invasion also leads inexorably
to the logic of car bombs, kidnappings
and his family it was a lifeline.
and refugees.
It’s not clear exactly how Loway’s family came to be selected from among the Asked if he plans to return to Iraq, he
hundreds of thousands of Iraqi refugees gives the impression that he would
- or even the tens of thousands of Iraqi deeply love to go home, but that he
Christians - in Syria. When asked he knows it’s impossible. “After I have
didn’t really answer the question, in- French nationality, I can go…but not
stead simply saying “Sarkozy brought for a long time.” The family house
us here.” He did make it clear that they on Bakr Street was abandoned when
did not pay a bribe to get on the list. they left Mosul and apparently the
What is clear is his circumstances –a neighbors have moved in. “That’s Arab
targeted minority, facing death threats, people,” he says with a laugh.
in a city with increasing sectarian vio- Loway was 25 when the war started.
lence – were certainly exactly the kind Ten years later, his plans to become
that the refugee program was designed an architect no longer seem realistic,
to rescue.
and, once he finishes learning French
On September 2nd, 2009, they flew to at the Mirail he now thinks he’d like
Paris in an Air France plane (“It to work as a mason. Hopefully here he
was old”) operated by the UN. They can build something that lasts.
couldn’t bring more than standard
airline baggage. He knew how to say †
Name changed to protect the privacy and safety
“oui, non, bonjour, soir.”

Forgotten Woe  

by Lucie Pebay, English
A suicide bomber killed 35 Shiite pilgrims in Saadiya on Thursday 14. The next day a university
professor was shot leaving a mosque in Baquba. On
Saturday, 3 were killed by an IED in Baghdad. All
told 353 people have been killed this month in Iraq.

S

ince the withdrawal of American troops from
Iraq two years earlier, people seem to have
lost interest in the Iraq issue. The end of the
war, however, did not assure peace. People are
still dying and suffering.
The Iraq Body Count website lists the deaths of
more than 6000 civilians in 2013. Even if the
number doesn’t reach the record levels of 20062007, with 25,000 victims per year, it is still
higher than in 2010 or 2011, where about 4000
people died each year. This shows a disturbing
escalation of violence and death, representing
daily terrorists attacks, violent manifestations
and widespread torture.
Still, the news coverage on the issue has strongly
declined, despite the recent ten-year anniversary
of the start of the war. Le Monde, for instance,
only published 68 articles about Iraq this year
as opposed to 615 devoted to the Syrian issue.
Libération published 565 articles about Iraq, but
again that is only half of the number of articles
they published about Syria.
Getting rid of the Ba’athist dictator Saddam Hussein in 2003 didn’t change Iraq into a democratic
and peaceful country. The new Prime Minister
Nouri al-Maliki is a sectarian autocrat ruling a
pseudo-democracy destroyed by authoritarianism, religious strife and insecurity. According to
Courrier International, NGO’s such as Amnesty
International or Human Rights Watch accuse
him of using secret prisons where “Sunni suspects” are tortured. Along with the government’s
human rights abuses, the nation is torn by political, religious and ethnic differences.
In addition, as the former Iraqi Prime Minister
Ayad Allawi observed last June to the BBC, the
Iraqi sectarian conflict is exaggerated by “spillover” from Syria. The current conflict is more
regional than national; a war zone now spreads
from the Mediterranean Sea to the Persian Gulf,
touching neighboring countries such as Iraq. The
tragic Syrian situation also turned the country
into a land of asylum for tens of thousands of
Syrian refugees since the early days of the crisis.

These unstable and troubled times show Iraq’s
difficulty in escaping from its tragic past, and do
not help the country in its search to rebuild its
identity. The almost silent media coverage of the
Iraqi struggle supports the naive belief that the
end of a war means the end of suffering. But far
from finding peace and prosperity, the country is
nearing implosion and civil war. Iraq remains a
troubled place where hundreds of lives and hearts
of his family.
are broken every day. You just don’t hear about it
Speaking with Loway even briefly Thanks to Thierry for his invaluable interpreting. much anymore.

The Student Experience

There’s nothing rosy about learning French

by Rocío Aguilar Amado, L2 LEA

T

hey say French is the language of
love and romance, but like love
and romance it’s passionate,
complicated, and nearly impossible to
get right.

us to work in groups of two people to do a
dialogue, and I asked the guy next to me:
“On se met en couple?” he laughed and said
“What?” I even repeated the question… he
just replied “Je crois que tu t’es trompée.” It
wasn’t love at first sight, I was just confused
When I first came to France two years ago since in Spanish we have the same word
I thought I knew French. I had studied
it for five years and had reached the C2
level, so I thought I had French in my
pocket. God… was I wrong!!! First of all
nobody ever told me French slang was so
hard and so different to standard French.
The first time I heard sentences like “Oh
putain j’ai pas de sous pour partir en caisse
et rejoindre ma meuf qui est à la baraque de
ses parents,” I was frustrated, was that the
same language I had learned ? I used to
think saying “Coucou” was more like a twit
than saying hello, and I got confused when
“French culture isn’t always what we expect.”
I heard people saying “Qui est chaud pour
Photo credit (and we’re serious here):
sortir?” I thought “chaud ” meant horny, so
http://tourisme-cambresis.fr
that really startling! The only way to learn
it is to ask natives and use the words in for a group of two people, whether they
are dating or are only doing a dialogue in
everyday life.
Communication Skills.
Another tip I could give is to stop thinking
in your mother tongue and then translate French language isn’t the only tricky thing
to French. As a native Spanish speaker I’ve in France; in Latin America we have many
committed many embarrassing mistakes clichés that don’t match French culture of
because of that. Like saying “Je préfère les today. For example I thought crepes were
garçons avec plus des cheveux dans la barbe” the epitome of French food, when I told
or “Est-ce que tu as vu mon fer à repasser that to my friend Clément, he replied (in
pour me lisser les cheveux?” And the most an indignant tone) “What? Crepes? No
embarrassing was in Communication way, they’re from Bretagne, but how could
Skills class, when the teacher requested you think they represent our national food?

How about duck? Gratin dauphinois? Or
filet mignon?” I also used to think cheese
had to be eaten before a meal, not after.
And since in my country Baby-Bel cheese
is very expensive, I thought it was the finest French cheese… it was quite surprising
when I learned it’s a cheese for children to

Learning French can be hazardous to your health.

bring to school and there’s nothing special
about it (I still love it though).
French culture isn’t always what we expect,
yet there’s something particular and interesting about it that keeps me entranced by
this country. Maybe I’ll never speak French
as well as the natives, however it’s such a
charming language, that instead of being
frustrated I’m keen to keep improving. In
the words of Stephen King, “French is
the language that turns dirt into romance”.

Overheard on Campus:

Students Say The Darndest Things

H

ey there! Nothing like fresh
press ink to get you boosted
for the rest of the day hmm?
In fact scientific discovery confirmed
that reading the Mariner gives you a
good boost of Serotonin, the happiness
hormone. (It’s true! Look it up!)*
Anyway, getting back to the task at
hand here, we went around our new,
fresh, daisy-scented school and round
up some questions to ask our fellow
students how they spent their first semester in the Mirail’s grasp compared
to the heavenly, Utopian life they had
in their previous years in secondary
school.

Here are a few of their answers:

“My first day at university was interesting I remember being nervous and excited
at the same time, it was a little nervewracking because I couldn’t find my way
around yet.”
“I wasn’t sure what to expect, I never
really had a clear image in my head, and
sure I knew there would be lecturers,
huge seminars like the ones on T.V and
not forgetting the huge libraries but I
never expected to see the students so into
the university life, they propose activities
to make you really feel like you’re a part
of something.”

“University is really different from high
school, there’s more people, less classes but
more work at home, it’s really a whole
new experience for me because I’m no
longer living with my parents, I’m on
my own.”
“Everything is a first for me, this is my
first time at university, being on my own
and even coming to France.”
“IG web was a bit hectic, I’m not used to
school being computerized. At times its
useful but at other times its down-right
confusing. Especially how we have to
make our own timetables, that made
things even harder, and you’re alone and

The Student Experience

What The

W

hen foreign students arrive in
France, they’re faced with a
number of exciting opportunities and challenges, (and having survived
the paperwork required to study here they
already deserve a medal.) They’ll experience new things, meet new friends, eat new
food, and so on. They can finally experience life in France!

?!?

by Fiona Zhou, DU - Project Managment

to go sing Karaoke to show their singing
skills, while western people prefer to
have a drink with friends and chat. Their
appearances are also totally different. It
means that when Asians stay in western
countries, they are always conspicuous.
Imagine hanging out with your friends,
and suddenly a guy jumps right in your
face and starts to sing ”Oppan Gangnam
Style!” It’s really annoying. For Asians, it’s
But there’s an interesting phenomenon on twice as difficult to join the local groups as
campus: A group of Americans or Brits it is for western people.
who speak English all the time over here,
Italians with their “ciao, come stai?”s
over there. Suddenly Spanish enters into
the din. Or the teams of Asians pass by,
but you can’t even tell if they’re Chinese,
Japanese or Vietnamese. All these foreign
students just seem to stay with each other
and chat in their own language.
Do they sincerely not want to mix with the
local French students, or do they really just
love their country that much? I have anIt’s not always easy to fit in.
other idea... (Ed. Note: See ‘There’s nothing
Photo:
Mirail
International
Students Office
rosy about learning French” on the opposite
Aside from all this, there are many foreign
page.)
students who are eager to make friends
Sometimes, after a whole day in French, with the French students. But the problem
some people just don’t want to keep staying is how? Does the university try its best to
in a French world any more. They need help these foreign students? If it does, do
to relax. How? Of course by speaking a its methods work or not?
language they’re familiar with.
There is a sudent-run association named
I should make a defense for the Asian “EIMA” at the Mirail, which is an interstudents here. The language may be the national association that works with interworst problem, but it’s certainly not the national students, especially ERASMUS
only one - their cultural background is also students, to help show them around and
completely different. The way they hang to help French students meet these exotic
out with friends, for example - Asians like foreigners. There are “Tandem” exchanges,

where a French student and a foreign student exchange informal lessons about and
conversations in their respective languages.
It’s a win-win plan and it does work.
There’s a Japanese association oriented to
students who love Japanese culture. And
finally, who can forget the great foyers of
Batiment 31, which allow students who
want to study English or Spanish stay
there and maybe meet some English- or
Spanish-speaking students.
However, not everyone benefits from these
associations because nobody tells these
foreign students about them when they
enroll. The only way to learn about these
programs is through other students, and
that doesn’t always happen. The university
doesn’t pay enough attention to the foreign
students - it accepts their applications,
takes their money, and then lets them go.
Out of almost necessity, the ERASMUS
students stay with other ERASMUS students, the Asians stay with other Asians,
the Americans stay with other Americans,
the Africans stay with other Africans. They
follow their familiar lifestyle only now in
a different country. What a wonderful
experience of studying abroad!
If the university did do a good job of mixing the foreign students and the local ones,
it would be a good way to advertise itself
internationally, through the reports of
these students when they return to their
own country. But maybe the university just
wants to receive some bad reviews... I guess
the answer is pretty obvious.
Mélanger or not, it’s up to you to decide.

- And We’re Happy To Print Them

you don’t know who to ask for help”

“To me the hardest was to find friends, if
anything it’s thanks to the TDs that
I actually spoke to some people…And
then again I never talked to these people
again.”
‘’The Tutorat is a great idea, because it’s
not only there to help you with your
homework but the tutors are also there
as your guide, think of yourself as being
the ‘grasshopper’ and they’re the Sensei
helping you on your journey.’’
‘’I heard rumors before coming to University, how the teachers don’t really bother if

by Courtney Richardson and Alejandro Gouin

you’re there or not, if you’ve gotten all your
notes correct or even if you understand the
class. I’ve met enough wonderful teachers/ lecturers to prove that rumor wrong,
they actually take the time out to help us
understand, they are very patient with
us. They’re not just dropping loads of work
on us they’re actually supporting us and
teaching us how to be independent.’’
‘’I seriously don’t think anything was really hard. I’ve always been the type that
goes just fine without any help. I’ve
learned that in life you have to take destiny in your hands.’’

In any case, whether you are a lucky
star or if you were one of the unlucky
ones this school year, don’t worry if
things don’t always seem bright right off
the bat. With a little more confidence
and with persistence when making new
friends (not so much persistence that
they get a restraining order but yeah...)
you’ll see that you’ll quickly be running
to get to school because it’s so fun.

*Ed. Note: We apologize for this and reassure you we’ve
since changed the ink we use.

Armando’s Feel-Good Moment: Ethical-Food-flavored BS

T

his week
I entered
the famous organic
friendly supermarket looking for a happy
healthy snack,
a mix of dry
fruits and exotic nuts. I like
to eat that kind
of hippy food
when daylight becomes painfully short.
I went there after hearing good things
from my friends. “It’ll be your first step
on the road to Damascus” or “I try to
go there at least once a week” and “once
you go Biocop, you never go back.” I
was curious and a little bit jealous of
their jolly mood and constant grins on
their faces. I could have sworn they
had found Jesus or something. They
explained to me that the philosophy
of the store is to make a difference, to
make a better tomorrow. That day I
stayed in the shop half an hour and
came out empty-handed. They did not
have the mix I was looking for but that
did not matter. I was a little shocked
by what I saw there. I was angry and
frankly went bananas.
Right at the entrance of the shop there
is the fruit & vegetable section. They
are all organic and with weird shapes
because you know organic foods are
ugly; not that there is anything wrong
with that. I was more puzzled to see
fruits like plantains and papayas. I

was wondering what such
overseas delicacies are doing
in the aisles of
such an ethical shop. To
me, the carbon
footprint
of
those products
screws
the
whole premise of socially
responsible
consumption.
The absurdity
did not stop
Biocoop celebrates selling some sucker a €6 avacado
there - just next
me
that this chocolate is too cheap to
to it there is the bakery section with
be
honest.
This is just a hunch but I
€5 loaves of breads. I did the math in think this brand
tries to make people
my head and I arrived at the conclusion
eat
chocolate
without feelthat this bread is about the
ing
guilty.
“Oh
gosh I ate the
same price as the meat I buy
When
I
whole
bar
of
chocolate,
but look
from a butcher. I pondered:
at
the
packaging:
I
sure
saved
isn’t that a little excessive? realized that,
Pablo
and
all
his
family
by
My baker sells organic I heard the
doing
so.”
bread for half the price? I
sound of So I guess I’m a little dubicould go on and on but I’ll
finish with one more proda Kit Kat ous about the Biocoop, but
uct, their chocolate bars,
I must confess that I don’t
more specifically the brand breaking in really care much about
Ethiquable. It is a 3-euro my brain
organic food but I do buy
bar of chocolate, which
a lot of fruits and veggies.
is what I pay for my Lindt, which is I regularly go to the market and buy
neither organic nor fair trade. When them - according to the season and by
I realized that I heard the sound of a region (God forbid I ever eat a Spanish
Kit Kat breaking in my brain. How fruit one day!) Well I’m not doing it
is that possible? We are not living in because of the organic hype or the logo
a fantasy land and everything has its on the sticker. It’s because it’s cheap. It’s
price. This feels fishy and my gut tells common sense, really.

“

.”

Alev’s Million-Euro Advice:
Go to the TUTOR AT!

by Alev

You’ve probably been told about it. If not, I will: There’s a
program called the Tutorat in the English Department. It’s
individualized assistance given by older (and very good)
students, who are often in the master’s program, to undergraduate students who need help in a specific area such as
history, literature, oral expression, and so on.
Now of course the other teachers are also here to help, and
they do help, but it’s hard to answer each question that
their hundreds of students ask. The Tutorat is an excellent
opportunity to have free and (almost) private lessons (often
only about four or five students come to each group.)
Everybody can take advantage of these courses, but unfortunately very few students understand how helpful this
program is.
Give it a try!

You can find more information about this on papers stuck
on the walls around the DEMA. If you can’t find any, ask
one of your teachers and they’ll tell you where to go.

And I’ve finally figured out the secret to staying fit: enroll
in the English Department. Trust me, classes are organized
so that your first class will be in one part of the university
and the next in a completely opposite part.

